
Directions to reach Dream Mountain Resort

Just as you reach the outskirts of Joshimath town, you will see an
Army TCP(Traffic control point) to your left and a gate as shown in the
picture.



Immediately after the gate, there is a bifurcation in the road: straight
ahead the road leads to Joshimath town, and the road climbing to the
right goes to Auli. You take the road to Auli.

Among the sign-boards to the left of
the Auli road you will also see a
sign-board of Dream Mountain
Resort displaying our signature
rainbow pyramid against a black
background.



Drive slowly because about 700
meters ahead on the Auli road
there will be another sign-board of
Dream Mountain Resort on the left
hand side, as shown in the picture.

A forest road leads to the right. You have to immediately take the
right turn into this road. (Please note that the Forest Department sign
board is now no longer there)



The picture above shows how you have to take a sharp right turn and
leave the Auli road to proceed on the forest road.

Soon you will reach the entrance of the Divisional Forest Office. The
picture below shows how it will look.



Here you have to follow the road to the left. Do NOT enter the gate
with the signature red and green colours of the Forest Department.
You will see a sign-board against the wall confirming that you
continue on the road. The foto below shows how it will look.

Continue on this road till the end (about 1 km) to reach Dream
Mountain Resort.

Note: You are advised to get in touch withus on the day of your travel,
specially when you reach Pipalkoti, which is about one hour drive
from Joshimath. Contact numbers are: 8449063652

For those using GPS, the coordinates of the Resort are given below.
Location of DreamMountain Resort:
Latitude - 30°33'18.37"N, Longitude - 79°33'6.40"E



For GPS use, the Google Maps URL Full Address is :
https://www.google.co.in/maps/place/Dream+Mountain+Resort,+Joshimath/@3
0.5550317,79.5513178,192m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xe9941b334f2eb
415!8m2!3d30.555032!4d79.5519631!6m1!1e1

Short Address :https://goo.gl/vjrzXm

Caution: Google Maps is useful only till the point that you reach Joshimath. Once
you reach Joshimath, Google maps shows errors in the last mile connection and
will wrongly indicate that you turn a further 75 meters ahead. Ignore Google
maps at this point and just use this visual guide.

For more information on Joshimath you can visit:
https://www.dreammountainresort.com/joshimath-around/
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